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ABSTRACT

Gene expression is regulated at many levels in-
cluding co- or post-transcriptionally, where chemi-
cal modifications are added to RNA on riboses and
bases. Expression control via RNA modifications has
been termed ‘epitranscriptomics’ to keep with the re-
lated ‘epigenomics’ for DNA modification. One such
RNA modification is the N6-methylation found on
adenosine (m6A) and 2′-O-methyladenosine (m6Am)
in most types of RNA. The N6-methylation can af-
fect the fold, stability, degradation and cellular inter-
action(s) of the modified RNA, implicating it in pro-
cesses such as splicing, translation, export and de-
cay. The multiple roles played by this modification
explains why m6A misregulation is connected to mul-
tiple human cancers. The m6A/m6Am writer enzymes
are RNA methyltransferases (MTases). Structures are
available for functionally characterized m6A RNA
MTases from human (m6A mRNA, m6A snRNA, m6A
rRNA and m6Am mRNA MTases), zebrafish (m6Am
mRNA MTase) and bacteria (m6A rRNA MTase). For
each of these MTases, we describe their overall do-
main organization, the active site architecture and
the substrate binding. We identify areas that remain
to be investigated, propose yet unexplored routes for
structural characterization of MTase:substrate com-
plexes, and highlight common structural elements
that should be described for future m6A/m6Am RNA
MTase structures.

INTRODUCTION

RNA is heavily post-transcriptionally modified (Figure
1A) with the largest diversity of modifications found in
transfer RNA (tRNA). The N6-methyladenosine (m6A)

modification was discovered in 1974 in messenger RNA
(mRNA) from rat (1), and the identification of the N6-2′-
O-methyladenosine (m6Am) modification followed shortly
after in 1975 (2).

m6A (Figure 1B) is the most commonly occurring in-
ternal post-transcriptional modification on mRNA from
yeast, plants, flies, humans and other mammals (reviewed
in (3–5)) and was recently discovered in bacterial mRNA
(6) (Figure 1A). In humans, its wide occurrence implicates
it in multiple processes including precursor mRNA (pre-
mRNA) splicing (7,8), mRNA translation (9–12), stability
(8,9,13,14), structure, export and decay (reviewed in (3)). A
large variety of roles is also observed in plants (reviewed in
(4)), flies (reviewed in (5)) and yeast (15–17). Many func-
tions regulated by m6A on mRNA highlight the involve-
ment of this modification in a range of cellular processes
such as cell differentiation and reprogramming (reviewed
in (3)), implying an association with numerous human dis-
eases. Accordingly, several studies have demonstrated a link
between N6-methylation of human mRNA and progres-
sion of different types of cancer by m6A-mediated regu-
lation of expression of tumour-related genes (reviewed in
(18)). In addition to mRNA, m6A is also found in ribo-
somal RNA (rRNA) from both mammals and bacteria,
but not in yeast or archaea (19–26) (Figure 1A). In hu-
mans, m6A on rRNA affects selective ribosome transla-
tion during cellular stress (23,24), and in bacteria it plays
a role in rRNA folding and stability (25), translational con-
trol (25,27) and cell fitness (26). There are inconclusive re-
ports on the effect of this modification on ribosome and
polysome assembly (23,24,27,28) which appears cell line
dependent. m6A is also found in bacterial and archaeal
tRNA (29,30) where its role is largely unknown, in small
nuclear RNA (snRNA) (31–34) (Figure 1A), in microRNA
(miRNA) where it affects maturation (35–37) and regula-
tion (38), and in long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) (39–41)
where it plays a role in lncRNA-mediated transcriptional
repression (41,42).
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Figure 1. Post-transcriptional RNA modifications in different types of RNA and m6A/m6Am modifications. (A) Overview of the post-transcriptional
modifications on mRNA, rRNA, tRNA and snRNA. m6A is found in all of these RNAs whereas m6Am is so far only identified in mRNA and snRNA.
In addition to the outlined RNAs, m6A is found in lncRNA and miRNA. (B) m6A and m6Am nucleosides. The N6-methylation is shown in red and the
2′-O-methylation is shown in blue.

m6Am (Figure 1B) has, since its discovery, been identi-
fied as an internal modification in mRNA (43) and snRNA
(44,45) and is found at the 5′-end of most eukaryotic mRNA
(2,46), where the modified Am (46,47) is positioned adja-
cent to the mRNA cap structure (reviewed in (48)) (Figure
1A). The cellular abundance of the N6-methylation at the
mRNA cap is context dependent (reviewed in (49)). This has
led to strongly divergent results on the role of the modifica-
tion in translation-promotion or -attenuation and in tran-
script stabilization (47,50–54), warranting further studies to
clarify the biological function of m6Am in the cap.

m6A is a reversible modification in mRNA (reviewed
in (49)), meaning that distinct sets of proteins introduce
(writers), recognize (readers) and remove (erasers) this
mark, allowing it to exert reversible regulation of mRNA
metabolism. It has yet to be conclusively determined if

such writer/reader/eraser systems exist for m6A on other
types of RNA or for m6Am. m6A/m6Am writers are S-
adenosyl methionine (SAM)-dependent MTases that per-
form N6-methylation by transfer of a methyl group from
the SAM cofactor to the substrate adenosine. A structure
of a bacterial m6A rRNA MTase, RlmJ, was published in
2013, but the recently increased attention on the m6A struc-
tural field followed from the 2016 publication of the human
m6A ‘writer’ METTL3:METTL14 MTase domain (MTD)
complex. All structurally characterized m6A/m6Am RNA
MTases are listed in Table 1 and described in detail in
this review. A number of m6A/m6Am MTases are func-
tionally characterized but lack structure determination
such as human METTL4 that forms m6Am at an inter-
nal site in the U2 snRNA (44,45), Escherichia coli RlmF
responsible for m6A1618 in the 23S rRNA (26), E. coli
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tRNA (adenine(37)-N6-)-methyltransferase B6 (TrmB6)
that forms m6A37 in tRNA1

Val (55) and E. coli tRNA
(threonylcarbamoyl adenine(37)-N6-)-methyltransferase O
(TrmO) that N6-methylates the adenosine variant; threonyl-
carbamoyl adenosine (t6A), in tRNA1

Thr and tRNA3
Thr

(56). Currently, the bacterial m6A mRNA MTase(s) lack
identification altogether. Crystal structures exist for E. coli
TrmO homologues, but m6t6A MTases are not further cov-
ered in this review. In addition to m6A, rRNA also carries
m2

6A. This variant of m6A is installed by rRNA dimethyl-
transferases of the KsgA/Dim1 and Erm families. Many
m2

6A RNA MTases are structurally characterized (57–60)
and have similar overall folds to m6A MTases, but vary in
catalytic amino acid motifs (57), and are therefore excluded
from this review.

In this review, we analyse the structurally and func-
tionally characterized m6A/m6Am RNA MTases to
understand their individual and common features in
domain/subunit organization and binding of RNA sub-
strate and SAM/SAH cofactor substrate/product. We
use this knowledge to identify areas that remain to be
investigated, to highlight yet unexplored routes for struc-
tural characterization of protein:substrate complexes and
to propose common structural elements that should be
described when reporting new structures of m6A/m6Am
RNA MTases.

The human m6A mRNA MTase METTL3:METTL14

The complex of METTL3:METTL14 makes up the core
of a larger complex that installs m6A internally on mRNA
when the methylated adenine is located in a specific
DRACH consensus motif where A is methylated, D = A,
G or U, R = A or G, and H = A, C or U (31). METTL3
was first identified in humans (72) and later shown to as-
sociate with METTL14 (73–75). The complex is formed
in the cytoplasm (76) and locates to the nucleus via a nu-
clear localization signal in METTL3 (76). In the nucleus,
METTL3 binds to the m6A regulator Wilms tumour 1 as-
sociating protein (WTAP) (77). This protein relocates the
entire ternary METTL3:METTL14:WTAP complex to nu-
clear speckles (73,74), which is rich mRNA substrates, ul-
timately providing WTAP with a role in vivo rather than
in vitro (73,74,78). Homologues of all three proteins have
been found in mammals, flies, yeast and plants (reviewed
in (79)), but not in bacteria (6). Other, less-studied, sub-
units of the complex include vir-like m6A methyltransferase
associated protein (VIRMA), RNA-binding motif protein
15/15B (RBM15/15B) and zinc finger CCCH-type contain-
ing 13 (ZC3H13) protein. Like WTAP, these accessory pro-
teins regulate cellular m6A levels in vivo (reviewed in (80)).

Human METTL3 and METTL14 form a complex with a
1:1 stoichiometry (74). The 64 kDa METTL3 protein cov-
ers an N-terminal extension (N-extension) with a leader
helix (LH) and a nuclear localization signal (NLS) re-
gion. The N-extension is overall predicted to be mainly
helical but partly disordered (81,82). This region is fol-
lowed by a zinc finger domain (ZFD) of two consecutive
CCCH zinc finger motifs (ZF1 and ZF2), a partly ordered
linker, and a C-terminal MTase domain (MTD) (Figure
2A) (81,82). Human METTL14 of 52 kDa contains an

MTD flanked by an N-extension predicted to be partly or-
dered and mostly helical, and an unstructured, disordered
C-terminal extension (C-extension), the latter of which cov-
ers arginine/glycine (RGG/RG) motifs (Figure 2A) (81,82).
The predicted disorder in the terminal extensions of both
proteins explains the reported difficulty in crystallizing full-
length METTL3:METTL14 (63). The smallest, stable, com-
plex covers the METTL3 MTD and the METTL14 MTD
and N-extension (76), but the METTL3 ZFD is addition-
ally required for full-length activity (61,63,64). The crystal
structure of this minimal complex has been solved in the
apo form (without ligand), bound with the cofactor sub-
strate SAM (Figure 2B) or product SAH (61–63), with the
known MTase inhibitor sinefungin (PDB 6Y4G, no asso-
ciated publication), or with a high-throughput screening
compound (PDB 6TTP, 6TTT, 6TU1, 6TTX, 6TTV, 6TTW,
no associated publication) (see Table 1). All crystal struc-
tures reveal a pseudo-symmetric heterodimer (Figure 2B)
where the subunits interact extensively with residues from
all structural elements (83). The tight coupling of the sub-
units explains why these protein are more stable together
than alone in vitro and in vivo (61,75). The MTDs both dis-
play the Rossmann fold (reviewed in (84)) that superimpose
(PDB 5IL1) with a root-mean square deviation (RMSD)
of 2.4 Å over 285 �C-atoms, 34% sequence identity, and
a high DALI Z-score of 22.9 (85) (online DALI server,
pairwise comparison), highlighting their similarity in struc-
ture and sequence. The differences are attributed to three
flexible loops present in each subunit, which are generally
found across structurally characterized m6A RNA MTases:
the catalytic loop (CL: METTL3 D395-L409, METTL14
E192-W211), the substrate binding loop (SBL: METTL3
N461-G479, METTL14 N265-T284) and the active site
loop (ASL: METTL3 V507-P514, METTL14 E318-P327)
(Figure 2B).

METTL3 is the catalytic component of the complex
and accommodates the SAM cofactor. The cofactor bind-
ing pocket is located to one side of the central �-sheet
and is enclosed from the sides by the catalytic and active
site loop (Figure 2B). Structural analysis identifies many
cofactor binding residues in METTL3, five of which are
not conserved to METTL14, explaining why METTL14
does not accommodate SAM. It was suggested that the
METTL14 loops, corresponding to the METTL3 catalytic
and active site loop, could occlude the cofactor pocket
(61,63), but the flexibility of these loops suggests that this
may not be the case. The METTL3 catalytic loop in-
cludes the catalytic DPPW motif (D395-W398), conserved
to m6A RNA MTases as D/N-P-P-F/W/Y (reviewed in
(86)), where D395 is essential for SAM binding (62) and
MTase activity (61), and W398 is thought to �–� stack
with the methylated adenine base during substrate bind-
ing (61). The DPPW motif is replaced by an EPPL motif
(E192-L195) in METTL14 which therefore lacks the cat-
alytically critical D/N residue and the substrate-binding
aromatic residue of the catalytic motif, explaining why this
subunit has no MTase activity alone in vitro (62). Though
METTL14 lacks cofactor binding or activity alone, it in-
creases the affinity of the entire complex for the SAM co-
factor by stabilizing the METTL3 structure (87). Impor-
tantly, METTL14 cooperates with the METTL3 substrate
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Table 1. Outline of all structurally characterized m6A RNA MTases. mRNA: messenger RNA, rRNA: ribosomal RNA, snRNA: small nuclear RNA,
A: adenosine, Am: 2′-O-methylated adenosine, METTL3: methyltransferase-like 3: METTL14: methyltransferase-like 14, METTL16: methyltransferase-
like 16, CAPAM: mRNA cap adenosine N6-methyltransferase, METTL5: methyltransferase-like 5, TRMT112: tRNA MTase subunit 11–2, ZCCHC4:
zinc finger CCHC-type containing 4, RlmJ: ribosomal RNA large subunit methyltransferase J. FL: full-length, MTD: methyltransferase domain, N: N-
terminal extension, ZFD: zinc finger domain, HD: helical domain, VCD: vertebra-conserved domain, WW: Trp-Trp domain. L. pneumophila: Legionella
pneumophila, E. coli: Escherichia coli. NP: No publication.

m6A/m6Am RNA MTase Substrate(s) Domain(s) Ligand PDB code(s) References

Human METTL3:METTL14* A in mRNA MTD:N+MTD None 5TEY, 5K7M, 5IL0 (61–63)
SAM 5L6E, 5K7U, 5IL1 (61–63)
SAH 5L6D, 5K7W, 5IL2 (61–63)
Sinefungin 6Y4G NP
Compound 6TTP, 6TTT, 6TU1, 6TTX,

6TTV, 6TTW
NP

ZFD (METTL3) none 5YZ9 (64)

Human METTL16 A in mRNA, snRNA N+MTD

VCD

None
SAH
substrate
None

2H00, 6B91, 6GT5
6B92, 6GFK, 6GFN
6DU4, 6DU5
6M1U

NP, (65, 66)
(65, 66)

(67)
(68)

Human CAPAM Am in mRNA MTD+HD

WW

None
SAH
None

6IRV
6IRW
2JX8

(47)
(47)
NP

Zebrafish CAPAM Am in mRNA MTD+HD None
SAH
Oligo

6IRX
6IRY
6IS0, 6IRZ

(47)
(47)
(47)

Human METTL5:TRMT112 A in rRNA FL:FL SAM 6H2U, 6H2V (28)

Human ZCCHC4 A in rRNA MTD+ZFD SAH 6UCA (69)

E. coli RlmJ A in rRNA FL None
SAM
SAH
SAH/AMP
Bisubstrate

4BLU
4BLV
6QE5
4BLW
6QE0, 6QDX

(70)
(70)
(71)
(70)
(71)

L. pneumophila RlmJ** Not shown FL None 2OO3 NP

*This complex further requires Wilms tumour 1 associating protein (WTAP) for in vivo activity.
**Activity assumed from structure and sequence homology.

Figure 2. Structure of the human METTL3:METTL14 complex. (A) Schematic outline of the human METTL3:METTL14 (hMETTL3:hMETTL14)
complex protein domains. Crystallized parts are indicated in boxes. (B) Structure of human METTL3 ZFD (light pink) (PDB 5YZ9), SAM-bound (yellow)
MTD (blue) (PDB 5IL1) complexed with METTL14 covering the N-extension (black) and MTD (grey) of human METTL14 (PDB 5IL1). The sections
not included in the structures are shows as dotted lines, and their structure/order state is indicated. The catalytic loop (CL, red), the active site loop
(ASL, cyan) and the substrate binding loop (SBL, green) are shown for METTL3. Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) (orange) has been modelled from the
DNA-bound m6A DNA MTase EcoP15I (PDB 4ZCF).
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binding loop to bind RNA in a positively charged groove
formed on their protein:protein interface (61–63,87) (Figure
2B), resulting in a dramatic increase of METTL3 MTase ac-
tivity in vitro when METTL14 is present (62,63). The struc-
ture of the METTL14 C-extension is unknown but is rich in
RGG/RG motifs that, when deleted, strongly reduce RNA
binding of the entire METTL3:METTL14 complex (76).
The role of METTL14 is thus three-fold in that it stabilizes
the METTL3 structure, increases the overall affinity for the
SAM cofactor and facilitates RNA substrate binding.

The METTL3 ZFD has been structurally characterized
in solution by NMR (64). The structure shows two zinc
finger motifs (ZnF1 and ZnF2) connected by a small �-
sheet (Figure 2B). The structure also covers part of the
partially ordered linker that connects the ZFD with the
METTL3 MTD, which displays a folded-back structure
(Figure 2B). The ZFD is essential for METTL3:METTL14
MTase activity (61,63) as it helps recognize the substrate
DRACH consensus sequence (64,74). The recognition oc-
curs through residues from ZnF1, ZnF2 and the connect-
ing �-sheet, though with low overall affinity (64). The ZFD
thereby functions as a target recognition domain that assists
the overall complex in recognizing the DRACH-sequence
for methylation. It is interesting to speculate that the poor
affinity of the ZFD for the DRACH sequence could enable
the entire complex to rapidly scan through many substrates
for potential methylation sites, and thereby account for the
high abundance of the m6A modification in mRNA.

Methylation by METLL3:METTL14 is sequence specific
(31), but the complex shows little preference for particular
structural features on mRNAs substrates (74). Biochemi-
cal data has mapped RNA interactions with the METTL3
ZFD and MTD and the METTL14 MTD and C-extension,
but only shed little light on how the complex specifically rec-
ognizes the substrate mRNA DRACH sequence. A model
of a substrate-bound complex was generated by super-
imposing the crystallised heterodimer with the substrate-
bound m6A DNA MTase EcoP15I (61) (Figure 2B). This
model fits, in part, with the mutation studies on the RNA-
binding surface but does not account for interactions with
the METTL3 ZFD or METTL14 C-extension. Attempts to
achieve METTL3:METTL14:substrate co-crystals have so
far only yielded structures without RNA (61).

The human m6A mRNA/snRNA MTase METTL16

METTL16 is a nuclear (88–90) and cytoplasmic (91) pro-
tein found in organisms from prokaryotes to eukaryotes
(90) and has been functionally characterized in human
(METTL16/METT10D), Caenorhabditis elegans (METT-
10) (89) and Arabidopsis thaliana (FIONA1) (90). Ver-
tebra homologues of METTL16 form m6A on hairpin
1 (hp1) in the 3′ UTR of methionine adenosyl trans-
ferase 2A (MAT2A) mRNA (66,67,92,93). The tethering
of METTL16 to hp1 promotes intron splicing, leading to
increased production of mature MAT2A mRNA and thus
MAT2A protein (67,93). Since MAT2A synthesizes SAM,
this regulation acts as a feed-back loop, ensuring optimal
production of the SAM synthetase in response to low SAM
levels. The underlying mechanism of METTL16-control
is independent of its MTase activity (93), suggesting that

METTL16 functions as––not only a writer––but also a
reader in this system. In addition to hp1, METTL16 fur-
ther N6-methylates hairpin 2–6 in the same mRNA in vitro
(67,94) which may also be the case in vivo (92–94), though
the biological relevance of this is yet unknown. METTL16
also N6-methylates A43 in the U6 spliceosomal snRNA
(U6 snRNA) in vivo (92,93) and in vitro (66,93), which takes
place at an early stage of U6 small nuclear ribonucleopro-
tein biogenesis (92). METTL16 further binds to a num-
ber of pre-mRNAs, mature mRNAs and other ncRNAs
and lncRNAs (91,92), among others the cancer-associated
MALAT1 lncRNA in vivo and in vitro (88,91), all of which
have yet to be confirmed as METTL16 N6-methylation sub-
strates. The E. coli homologue of METTL16 targets rRNA
for N6-methylation (26), suggesting a similar target for hu-
man METTL16. Interaction between METTL16 and 18S
and 28S rRNA has been shown (88,91), but lacks methy-
lation activity data. Though only a few substrates are con-
firmed for METTL16, the high abundance of this protein
in cells (88) indicates that the MTase may have many sub-
strates or play alternative unexplored roles, independent of
its MTase activity. Some of these roles are likely attributed
to the METTL16 protein located in cytoplasm, where no
biological function has yet been mapped (91).

METTL16 proteins cover a small N-extension followed
by an MTD. In human METTL16 and its vertebra homo-
logues, the MTD is followed by a vertebra-conserved do-
main (VCD) (81,82) made up of two vertebra-conserved
regions (VCR1 and VCR2), connected by a predicted dis-
ordered, largely unstructured region (Figure 3A) (68). The
MTD and VCD are connected by a predicted disordered,
unstructured linker that, together with the MTD and N-
extension, amount to 562 residues in human METTL16
(Figure 3A). Crystal structures are available for the human
METTL16 VCD (68), and the MTD in the apo form (65,66)
or bound with SAH ((65,66) and PDB 2H00 with no associ-
ated publication), with a mutation-stabilized version of the
in vivo relevant substrate MAT2A hp1 (Figure 3B), or with
the potential substrate MAT2A hp6 (67). Furthermore, a
deposited apo structure of a Pyrococcus furiosus MTase
with unknown activity (PDB 3EVZ, no associated publica-
tion) could be a structural homologue of human METTL16
as it superimposes (PDB 6B91, F46-D291) with an RMSD
of 1.9 Å over 221 �C-atoms, 24% sequence identity, and
a DALI Z-score of 23.9 (85). However, this enzyme lacks
the asparagine/aspartate residue in the m6A RNA MTase
catalytic motif, which is instead replaced with an alanine
residue, similar to that in METTL14.

The METTL16 MTD accommodates the cofactor SAM
(Figure 3B). Like for other m6A RNA MTases, the co-
factor binding pocket is surrounded by three protruding
loops, all of which are essential for activity (66); the cat-
alytic loop (CL: N184-G223), the substrate binding loop
(SBL: Q277-T280) and the active site loop that is replaced
by the N-extension (M1-P77), unique to METTL16 (Figure
3B). The long catalytic loop contains the catalytic NPPF
motif (N184-F187) (95) where mutation of N184 inacti-
vates METTL16 (66,93). Another loop (K-loop: V160-
I177, Figure 3B) has been suggested to act as an intramolec-
ular sensor of cellular SAM levels (67). This loop is found
in all structurally characterized m6A RNA MTases, but
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Figure 3. Structure of human METTL16. (A) Schematic outline of the human METTL16 (hMETTL16) protein domains. Crystallized parts are indicated
in boxes. (B) Structure of the human METTL16 VCD lacking the linker region connecting VCR1 and VCR2 shown as a dotted line (light orange) (PDB
6M1U), the MTD (blue) and N-terminal extension (cyan) that replaces the active site loop (ASL), co-crystallized with the substrate hairpin, hp1, from
the MAT2A mRNA (dark orange) (PDB 6DU4). SAH (yellow) has been modelled from SAH-bound METTL16 crystallized without substrate (PDB
2H00). The catalytic loop (CL, red) and the substrate binding loop (SBL, green) are shown. A second METTL16 molecule is shown in transparent grey
with dimerisation through the VCD. The sections not included in the structures are shows as dotted lines, and their structure/order state is indicated. (C)
The interactions between the hMETTL16 catalytic loop (CL, red) with the MAT2A mRNA substrate consensus sequence in the substrate loop (orange),
non-consensus sequence in the substrate loop (green), transition section (teal) and stem (dark grey). The enzyme residues that interact with the mRNA are
shown in sticks and labelled. The N6-methylated target adenine base is highlighted. Hydrogen bonds are shown in black, dashed lines. (D) As in (C), but
for the substrate binding loop (SBL, green). (E) As in (C), but for the N-extension/active site loop (ASL, cyan).

a regulatory role has thus far only been proposed for
METTL16. METTL16 recognizes a UACAGAGAA con-
sensus sequence (66,92–94). The MAT2A hp1 substrate
folds into a stem-loop structure in which this consensus se-
quence lies partly in the loop (UACAG) and partly in a
transition section (AGAA) going into the stem (67). The
three m6A RNA MTase loops clamp the hp1 substrate to
the MTD (Figure 3B). The catalytic loop binds the con-
sensus and non-consensus sections of the substrate loop,
and the unusual base pairs formed in the transition section
of the RNA (67) (Figure 3C). The numerous substrate in-

teractions stabilize the catalytic loop fold (65,66) but, in-
terestingly, activity rather than RNA binding is affected
when the catalytic loop is deleted (66). The aromatic residue
from the catalytic motif (F187), located in the catalytic loop,
�- � stacks with the target adenine base (Figure 3C), ex-
plaining why F187G mutation abrogates MAT2A mRNA
binding in vivo (93). The substrate binding loop interacts
slightly with the transition section but mainly with the con-
sensus part of the substrate loop (67) (Figure 3D). The
substrate binding loop is short compared to that found in
other m6A RNA MTases but of equal importance for ac-
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tivity (66). The short substrate binding loop is compen-
sated for by the long N-extension that is positioned where
the active site loop is found in other m6A RNA MTases.
This N-extension contains many loops and small flexible
�-helices and �-strands. It recognizes both the consensus
and non-consensus part of the substrate loop (66,67) (Fig-
ure 3E), explaining why METTL16 is inactive when lack-
ing this extension (66). Most of the interactions between
the m6A RNA MTase loops and the substrate nucleotides
from the consensus sequence are base-specific, explaining
the METTL16 sequence specificity. The hp1 substrate stem
structure is not recognized by the MTD, but is essential for
proper folding of the loop/transition regions (67). As such,
mutations in the stem hamper complex assembly and in vitro
MTase activity (67). A stem-loop structure, similar to the
one in hp1, is predicted to form for the U6 snRNA sub-
strate (67,68) and could be similar for other, yet uncharac-
terized, METTL16 substrates. The importance of both fold
and sequence for substrate recognition may be the reason
why UACAGAGAA sequences are not widely methylated
by METTL16 (66,93).

The other METTL16 domain, the VCD––deleted for
an activity-dispensable disordered linker region from P411
to P508––displays a fold of small �-strands flanked by
�-helices (68) (Figure 3B). The �-strands from each re-
gion make up one large �-sheet, such that the entire
VCD is topologically homologous to the RNA-binding
kinase-associated 1 (KA1) (68). The METTL16 MTD is
monomeric (65,67), but full-length METLL16 has been de-
scribed as either a monomer (67) or a homodimer formed
via the VCD (65). Homodimerization was suggested to
be a prerequisite for binding to the potential substrate,
MALAT1 triple-helix RNA (65). Interestingly, the possibil-
ity of VCD homodimerization was not addressed when the
structure of this region was described. Structural analysis
of the VCD by PDBePISA (96) reveals a complex forma-
tion significance (CSS) score of 1.00 for two symmetry re-
lated molecules, implying that their interface could be bio-
logically relevant. The molecules form a symmetrical dimer
centred on stacked �-sheets (Figure 3B). The interaction
is stabilized by salt bridges between K517 and E366 from
each molecule and several intra-subunit hydrogen bonds. It
would be interesting to further study this dimer interface
and its biological relevance in the full-length METTL16 for
MALAT1 mRNA binding. The VCD acts to increase the
METTL16 affinity for, and activity towards, the U6 snRNA
in vitro (68). When deleted, the overall MTase activity is
decreased towards the hp1 substrate (67,93), which is at-
tributed to a MAT2A mRNA splice regulation effect rather
than substrate binding (68,93). Thus, the VCD plays a role
not only in substrate binding but also in splice regulation.

The human and zebrafish m6Am mRNA MTase CAPAM

The enzyme responsible for the N6-methylation on the
mRNA cap-adjacent Am-modified nucleotide was recently
identified as the cap-specific MTase, CAPAM (/PCIF1)
(47,52,54,97), making this enzyme an m6Am RNA MTase.
Homologues of human CAPAM are found in higher or-
ganisms, but not in worm and yeast (53,98). Accord-
ingly, m6Am is not detected in yeast, worm, or fly sam-

ples, but in mRNA isolated from vertebrate cells (52).
CAPAM localizes to the nucleus (52,98), is ubiquitously
expressed in most human tissue (98), and knock out of
this enzyme induces cell sensitivity to oxidative stress
(47).

The human CAPAM (hCAPAM) protein of 81 kDa cov-
ers a small tryptophane-rich domain (WW), followed by
an unstructured stretch of 98 residues, a large helical do-
main (HD) and a MTD. The ‘WW-linker-HD-MTD’ are
together flanked by a short N- and C-extension predicted to
be unstructured and disordered (81,82) (Figure 4A). A con-
struct spanning the HD and MTD have been structurally
characterized for hCAPAM or for its structural homologue
zebrafish CAPAM (zfCAPAM). These structures superim-
pose with an RMSD <1.5 Å for all aligned C� atoms and
adopt the same fold for both domains and their relative ori-
entation towards each other. hCAPAM and zfCAPAM are
both crystallized in the apo form (no ligand) or bound with
the cofactor product SAH (Figure 4B) (47). zfCAPAM is
further solved in complex with SAH and either of the cap-
mimicking oligos m7Gppp-A or m7Gppp-Am-G (Figure
4B), for which density is only visible for the m7Gpp entity
(47).

The MTD of the m6Am RNA MTase, CAPAM, presents
with the classical Rossmann fold also seen for all the struc-
turally characterized m6A RNA MTases. It contains the
regular substrate binding loop (SBL: P612-N638), the cat-
alytic loop (CL: N553-C557) and the active site loop (ASL:
F479-P494), the latter of which connects the MTD with the
HD (Figure 4B). The substrate binding loop shows vari-
ating structures (PDB 6IRV and 6IRX) that are unrelated
to cofactor binding, but could depend on substrate inter-
action. The catalytic loop covers the catalytic NPPF motif
(Figure 4B), the catalytic nature of which is confirmed by
inactivation of CAPAM in vivo (47,52,54) and in vitro (54)
by mutation of residues therein. The CAPAM HD locates
near the MTD catalytic loop and covers two three-helix
bundles, a four-helix bundle and two �-sheets (Figure 4B),
and bears no structural resemblance to known protein folds
(47). The HD contains 15% positively charged residues,
most of which are surface exposed and highly conserved in
animals (47). Mutation of these residues reduces MTase ac-
tivity (47), suggesting a role of the HD in substrate binding.
CAPAM prefers long substrates (47,52) and the large HD
could accommodate such extended substrates. The enzyme
shows no sequence specificity (46,47) and the recognition of
these long substrates is therefore likely mainly via the RNA
backbone rather than with nucleobases. The preference
for longer substrates agrees with that capping of nascent
mRNA occurs when these are at least 20 nts of length (99).
The HD locates close to the active site and, in addition to its
potential role in binding long substrates, also assists in cap-
structure recognition (Figure 4B,C). The co-crystallized
cap-mimicking m7Gpp entity is sandwiched in between the
HD and MTD and bound by residues from both the HD
and the MTD (Figure 4B,C). Activity studies suggest that
CAPAM identifies the capped substrate by specifically rec-
ognizing the N7-methylation on m7G (46,47,54,97), but
oddly, the structure reveals no residues that specifically rec-
ognize this modification (Figure 4B,C). CAPAM does not
methylate internal Am (46,97) which is likely a combina-
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Figure 4. Structure of human CAPAM. (A) Schematic outline of the human CAPAM (hCAPAM) protein domains. Crystallized parts are indicated in
boxes. (B) Structure of human CAPAM with the WW (orange) (PDB 2JX8), the SAH-bound (yellow) MTD (blue), and the HD (pink) (PDB 6IRW). The
active site loop (ASL, cyan) that connects the MTD and HD is partly disordered in human CAPAM and is therefore modelled based on zebrafish CAPAM
(PDB 6IRX). m7Gpp (dark green) is modelled from zebrafish CAPAM (PDB 6IS0). The catalytic loop (CL, red) and substrate binding loop (SBL, green)
are shown. The mRNA substrate binding patch is indicated with a transparent orange box. The sections not included in the structures are shows as dotted
lines, and their structure/order state is indicated. (C) Zoom of the active site showing the build part (m7Gppp) of the m7Gpp-derived ligand, co-crystallized
with zebrafish CAPAM (PDB 6IS0). The enzyme residues that interact with the ligand are shown in sticks and labelled. Hydrogen bonds are shown in
black, dashed lines, none of which are with the N7-methylation.

tion of cap-specific recognition where removal of this el-
ement abrogates MTase activity (52) and steric hindrance
disallowing a mRNA with a sequence 5′ of the methyla-
tion site to be accommodated on CAPAM. An internal
m6Am modification is found at position A30 in the snRNA
splice factor U2 (43) formed by sequence-specific METTL4
(44,45). A structure of METTL4 could help deduce how
CAPAM gains structural specificity for methylation of
the cap-adjacent Am over the internal counterpart while
also lacking the substrate-sequence specificity achieved by
METTL4.

A solution structure is available for the hCAPAM WW
with terminal extensions (Figure 4B) (PDB 2JX8, no asso-
ciated publication). This domain plays no role in the N6-
methylation reaction (47), but instead functions in CA-
PAM’s other biological role, as the interaction point be-
tween CAPAM and the RNAPII large subunit C-terminal
domain (47,98).

The human m6A rRNA MTase complexMETTL5:TRMT11
2

N6-methylation of A1832 (m6A1832) in human 18S rRNA
was reported over 30 years ago (100,101). The modifi-
cation is installed by human METTL5 (24,28) bound to

the known activator human TRMT112 (28,102,103), which
conveys metabolic stability to METTL5 in vivo and solu-
bility in vitro (28). Homologues of METTL5 are present
in metazoans, plants and archaea, but not in yeast and
prokaryotes (24,104,105), agreeing with the lack of m6A at
A1832-corresponding positions in these species (24). Con-
sistent with a role in rRNA modification, METTL5 local-
izes to nucleoli (24) where ribosome biogenesis takes place.
TRMT112 was first reported as a part of a complex with
tRNA MTase Trm11 (106) and has since been shown to in-
teract with many other MTases that target different compo-
nents of the translation machinery i.e. rRNA, tRNA and re-
lease factors (reviewed in (107)). The many interaction part-
ners of TRMT112 reflects its conservation in all three do-
mains of life.

Human METLL5 is a 24 kDa protein covering only a
MTD (Figure 5A). Its binding partner, human TRMT112,
is a 14 kDa protein divided into two parts; a central heli-
cal domain (CD), and a terminal domain (TD) formed by
residues from the N-terminus (TDN) and C-terminus (TDC)
(Figure 5A). The TRMT112 TD was previously named
the zinc-binding domain (ZBD) with reference to other eu-
karyotic Trm112 proteins that contain a Cys-Cys-Cys-Cys
(CCCC) motif coordinating Zn2+ (28). The CCCC-motif
is not conserved to human TRMT112 which, accordingly,
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Figure 5. Structure of the human METTL5:TRMT112 complex. (A) Schematic outline of the human METTL5:TRMT112 (hMETTL5:hTRMT112)
complex protein domains. Crystallized parts are indicated in boxes. (B) Structure of the SAM-bound (yellow) full-length, human METTL5 (blue) (PDB
6H2V) bound to human TRMT112 (grey/black) (PDB 6H2U). The active site loop (ASL, cyan), catalytic loop (CL, red) and substrate binding loop
(SBL, green) are shown. Substrate 18S rRNA (dark orange) is modelled from positioning of METTL5:TRMT112 on the immature 40S ribosome (PDB
6G53). The immature ribosome structure lacks U1830-A1835 from the rRNA (not build), which is here instead indicated as a dotted line and the target
base (A1832) is indicated as an orange dot. (C) Positioning of METTL5:TRMT112 into unoccupied density on the surface of the immature 40S ribosome
(PDB 6G53). The unbuild part of the rRNA (U1830-A1835) is shown as a dotted line and the target base (A1832) is indicated as an orange dot.

does not bind Zn2+. We therefore refer to this domain as the
TD rather than the ZBD.

The METTL5:TRMT112 complex has recently been co-
crystallized with the SAH cofactor product, and shows a
heterodimeric MTase complex associated with a 1:1 stoi-
chiometry (28). METTL5 adopts the Rossmann fold and
TRMT112 shows a �-sheet TRMT112 TD formed by fold-
ing of the protein extremities, TDN and TDC, around
the helical TRMT112 CD (Figure 5A, B). The subunits
(TRMT112 from PDB 6H2U, METTL5 from PDB 6H2V)
interact tightly (Figure 5B), and similarly to how TRMT112
interacts with other structurally characterized MTase bind-
ing partners (103,108–112).

METTL5 is the catalytic components of the complex
and binds the SAM cofactor at the end of the central �-
sheet through residues from METTL5 only (Figure 5B).
METTL5 contains the three m6A RNA MTase loops that
surround the active site pocket: the active site loop (ASL:
V16-T31), the substrate binding loop (SBL: D185-D199)
and the catalytic loop (CL: N126-G136) that contains the
catalytic NPPF motif (N126-F129) (Figure 5B). Alanine
mutation of the first and last residues in this motif abol-
ishes METTL5:TRMT112 MTase activity in vivo (24) em-
phasizing the catalytic importance of the motif. METTL5
has detectable in vitro activity alone towards full-length 18S
rRNA, but the activity is increased ∼100-fold in the pres-
ence of TRMT112 (24). METTL5 and TRMT112 inter-

act tightly via residues from all domains, together conceal-
ing a large hydrophobic patch on METTL5 from solvent.
This explains why TRMT112 solubilizes METTL5 in vivo
and in vitro (28), which is a role often played by TRMT112
in protein complexes (110,113–115). In other complexes,
TRMT112 further activates the MTase by increasing its
affinity for the SAM cofactor (110,113). TRMT112 could
play a similar role with METTL5, as the proteins primar-
ily associate through a segment in METTL5 that contains
SAM-binding residues (Figure 5B), some of which are cru-
cial for activity in a METTL5 homologue from yeast (110).

The METTL5:TRMT112 target base, A1832, is buried
in the decoding pocket inside the mature 80S ribosome
(116) and is therefore likely methylated prior to full mat-
uration of the ribosomal particle. Structures of immature
40S ribosome at different maturation stages (Figure 5C)
all show an only partially folded decoding pocket that ex-
poses A1832 to the surface, making it accessible for methy-
lation (Figure 5B,C). Interestingly, one of the later-stage im-
mature ribosome structures (PDB 6G53) show unassigned
density of ∼8 Å resolution near A1832 (28), which fits in
size with METTL5:TRMT112 (Figure 5C). Modelling of
the complex into the density positions the METTL5 active
site facing the segment covering A1832 (28) (Figure 5B,C).
The substrate binding loop in METTL5, rich in hydropho-
bic and positively charged RNA-interacting residues (Y190-
KFHKK-K196), contacts the rRNA. METTL5:TRMT112
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activity towards short 18S rRNA-derived oligos is con-
text dependent (24,28), indicating that the MTase recog-
nizes additional elements of the ribosome. The modelled
MTase:ribosome complex proposes an interaction between
the TRMT112 CD and rRNA from adjacent regions near
ribosomal protein S5, which could serve as such an addi-
tional recognition point. The methylation of A1832 in a
late-stage immature 40S ribosome places m6A1832 forma-
tion as one of the last steps in 40S maturation. It would
be interesting to further investigate the immature 40S ribo-
some using cryoEM, with a focus on METTL5:TRMT112,
with the aim to elucidate the binding mode of this MTase
to its substrate.

The human m6A rRNA MTase ZCCHC4

The m6A4220 (alternatively referred to as m6A4190) mod-
ification is present in all human 28S rRNA (23,117), and
its formation is catalysed by ZCCHC4 (23,27,69). ZC-
CHC4 is conserved to multicellular organisms, but absent in
single-cell eukaryotes, consistent with that yeast lacks m6A-
modifications on rRNA (23,27). Human ZCCHC4 local-
izes to nucleoli where ribosome assembly and maturation
take place (23). Consistent with having an rRNA substrate,
ZCCHC4 forms direct or RNA-mediated interactions with
a number of RNA-binding proteins involved in ribosomal
biogenesis or RNA metabolism in nucleoli (23). ZCCHC4
is also implicated in epigenetic gene silencing (118) which
appears unrelated to its MTase activity. There are, however,
currently no indications of alternative ZCCHC4-substrates
(28) that could explain this link.

The 59 kDa monomeric human ZCCHC4 protein con-
tains an MTD and three types of ZFDs (69): a (Gly-Arg-
Phe)-type ZFD (GRF), a Cys-Cys-His-His ZFD (C2H2)
and a Cys-Cys-His-Cys ZFD (CCHC). These domains are
organized as GRF-C2H2-MTD-CCHC, together flanked
by an N-extension predicted to be unstructured and a C-
extension predicted to cover a partly ordered helix-turn-
helix (HTH) motif (Figure 6A) (81,82). ZCCHC4 has been
crystallized without its terminal extensions and bound with
the SAH cofactor product (69) (Figure 6B). This construct
retains in vitro activity comparable to full-length protein,
agreeing with that the terminal extensions show no evolu-
tionary conservation (69). The MTD displays a Rossmann
fold and the ZFDs display significantly different folds from
one another, coordinating either one (GRF and C2H2) or
four (CCHC) Zn2+ ions (Figure 6B). The GRF and C2H2
flank one side of the MTD cofactor binding pocket and in-
teract extensively with the MTD (Figure 6B). The CCHC
binds to the C-terminal region of the MTD (Figure 6B).

Like other m6A RNA MTases, ZCCHC4 contains three
loops around the active site; the active site loop (ASL: L161-
F175) here connecting the C2H2 with the MTD, the sub-
strate binding loop (SBL: L334-P357) and the catalytic loop
(CL: T275-L282) encompassing the m6A RNA MTase cat-
alytic DPPF motif (D276-F279) (Figure 6B). The catalytic
nature of this motif is confirmed by ZCCHC4 inactivation
upon D276A mutation (23). For all three loops, both the
specific loop residues and the overall loop fold is important
for catalysis (69). The fold of each loop is stabilized by an
network of internal hydrogen bonds, but also external in-

teractions that link both the catalytic loop and the active
site loop to the substrate binding loop. Breakage of the ex-
ternal interactions by mutation either nearly abolish MTase
activity or enhances it 1.3-fold, without affecting substrate-
binding (69), pointing at a loop-driven, intricate control of
catalysis. In agreement with a role for the loops in catalysis,
the SAM-bound ZCCHC4 structure shows a cofactor bind-
ing pocket that is enclosed by the substrate binding loop
and the active site loop (Figure 6B), where structural rear-
rangements are required to access the cofactor for methyla-
tion. This suggests a mechanism where cofactor binding is
coupled with RNA substrate recognition, controlled by the
loops.

The RNA-binding mode for ZCCHC4 has not been
structurally determined, but mutation studies suggest a col-
laborative effort of, at least, the MTD, GRF and CCHC
(69). In the mature 80S ribosome, the target adenine base,
A4220, is located in a transition section between a stem and
a loop in a buried stem-loop structure (A4205-G4228) (Fig-
ure 5C). ZCCHC4 requires an intact stem structure for in
vitro activity but not any specific bases herein (69). The ade-
nine base located 5′ of the target adenine base (5′-UAACG-
3′, A = target base) is specifically recognized by ZCCHC4
(27). In the stem-loop structure extracted from the 80S ri-
bosome (116) (Figure 5C), this, and the target adenine, are
both buried inside the stem-loop and it would therefore re-
quire a flip of both for ZCCHC4 to recognize the bases
rather than the backbone. This, and the fact that the stem-
loop is buried in the ribosome, is consistent with a hypothe-
sis that m6A4220 is formed on immature pre-60S particles.
In vivo, ZCCHC4 also associates with another 28S rRNA
region (G1854-C1913) (27) located adjacent in space to the
A4220-encompassing stem-loop structure in the mature 80S
ribosome (116), and potentially therefore also in immature
particles. It is possible that interactions with this region is
mediated by the ZFDs of ZCCHC4. A structure of ZC-
CHC4 bound to the immature ribosomal particle would
shed light on the potential simultaneous recognition of this
region and the substrate stem-loop structure.

The bacterial m6A rRNA MTase RlmJ

The N6-methylation of A2030 in E. coli 23S rRNA
(119,120) is formed by RlmJ both in vivo and in vitro (25).
Orthologs of E. coli RlmJ (ecRlmJ) can be found in �-, �-
and � -proteobacteria (25,121,122) E. coli. Inactivation of
RlmJ has no particular impact on the proteome or on ribo-
somal assembly in general (25), but lowers the competitive
fitness at long-term growth in the stationary phase (123).

Similar to other m6A RNA MTases, monomeric ecRlmJ
of 32 kDa comprises an MTD with a Rossmann fold
(124) but has an additional 52 residues long helical sub-
domain (HSD: R47-P98) inserted between strand �1 and
helix �2 of the core Rossman fold (70,71) (Figure 7A,B).
The ecRlmJ protein has been crystallized in the apo form
(70), with the cofactor SAM (70) (Figure 7B), and with the
cofactor product SAH either alone (71) or in combination
with the target adenine base analogue AMP (70). ecRlmJ
has also been co-crystallized with two bisubstrate analogues
(BA) (71) (Figure 7B), each resembling a methylation in-
termediate between the SAM cofactor and the target ade-
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Figure 6. Structure of human ZCCHC4. (A) Schematic outline of the human ZCCHC4 (hZCCHC4) protein domains. Crystallized parts are indicated in
boxes. (B) Structure of the SAM-bound (yellow) human ZCCHC4 showing the GRF (grey), C2H2 (pink), MTD (blue) and CCHC (light orange) domains
(PDB 6UCA). Zn2+ ions are shown in teal-coloured spheres. The catalytic loop (CL, red), substrate binding loop (SBL, green) and the active site loop
(ASL, cyan) connecting C2H2 with the MTD are shown. The rRNA substrate binding patch is indicated with a transparent orange box. The sections
not included in the structures are shows as dotted lines, and their structure/order state is indicated. (C) The mature human 80S ribosome with an insert
highlighting the ZCCHC4 substrate stem-loop structure from 28S rRNA with target adenine (A4220, dark orange) placed between the stem (teal) and
loop (grey) (PDB 6EK0).

nine, in which these moieties are covalently linked at the
point of methylation. An apo structure is also available for
an ecRlmJ homologue from Legionella pneumophila (PDB
2OO3, no associated publication) that shares 40% sequence
identity with ecRlmJ (PDB 4BLU) and superimposes with
an RMSD of 1.6 Å over 279 �C-atoms and a DALI Z-
score of 38.2 (85). The biological function of this homo-
logue, however, has yet to be shown.

RlmJ contains the m6A RNA MTase loops; the substrate
binding loop (SBL: V226-T236), the catalytic loop (CL:
D164-K170) with the catalytic DPPY motif (D164-Y167)
the nature of which is confirmed by loss of MTase activity
in vitro upon D164A mutation (70), and the active site loop
made up of the entire N-terminal tail (ASL: M1-G11) (Fig-
ure 7B). This tail has many homology-conserved residues
pointing to a functional role (70). The tail is hugely flexi-
ble (70,71) (Figure 7B), and in one position (the closed tail-
conformation) it helps form the active site and bind the co-
factor (70). Mutation of tail residues results in reduction
or loss of MTase activity in vitro (70), suggesting a role in
rRNA substrate binding. The RlmJ substrate binding loop
contains positively charged residues and is partly disordered
in some crystal structures but may be stabilized in the pres-
ence of substrate. The substrate binding loop locates near
the RlmJ-specific HSD insert (Figure 7B). The HSD is po-
sitioned on the RlmJ MTD in a similar location as the N-
extension of METTL16 on the MTD. In METTL16, the

N-extension binds the RNA substrate, and the HSD could
play a similar role in RlmJ. The HSD and substrate bind-
ing loop could therefore, together, form an RNA binding
platform on RlmJ.

RlmJ targets the A2030 base of 23S rRNA, which is lo-
cated in a buried stem-loop structure in helix 72 of the
50S ribosomal subunit, and is further buried in the inter-
face between subunits in the mature ribosome (125) (Fig-
ure 7C). A2030 is therefore m6A modified in either nascent
23S rRNA (25) or in 23S rRNA at an early stage of
50S ribosomal subunit assembly (25,126). RlmJ resists co-
crystallization with the stem-loop RNA, but has been co-
crystallized with two bisubstrate analogues, BA2 or BA4
(71). These analogues resemble SAM and the target ade-
nine, covalently linked via the methyl-receiver and -donor
atoms, each with a different linker. The linker in BA4 allows
positioning of the target adenine in a correct orientation for
catalysis, providing clues into the methylation mechanism
(Figure 7B). A model including SAH, the target adenine
and the active site loop in the closed conformation reveals
that the nucleotide is sandwiched in between hydrophobic
and positively charged residues from the active site loop
and core MTD, some of which are shown to be crucial for
in vitro activity (70). In m6A RNA MTases, the hydropho-
bic residue from the catalytic motif stacks with the target
adenine (61,67). In apo RlmJ, this residue (Y167) is rotated
away from the active site pocket to a similar position as
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Figure 7. Structure of E. coli RlmJ. (A) Schematic outline of the E. coli RlmJ (ecRlmJ) protein domains. Crystallized parts are indicated in boxes. (B)
Structure of the ecRlmJ SAM-bound (yellow) MTD (blue) with the inserted HSD (pink) (PDB 4BLV), crystallized with a closed tail-conformation of the
active site loop (ASL, cyan). The ASL is further shown from apo RlmJ (PDB 4BLU) in the open tail-conformation. The target adenine (dark green) is
modelled from RlmJ co-crystallised with a bisubstrate molecule (BA4) (PDB 6QDX, chain B). The catalytic loop (CL, red) and substrate binding loop
(SBL, green) are shown. (C) The mature E. coli 70S ribosome with an insert highlighting the RlmJ substrate stem-loop structure from 23S rRNA with
target adenine (A2030, dark orange) placed in the loop (grey) followed by a stem (teal) (PDB 7K00).

this residue in apo METTL16. In METTL16, the residue
rotates a full 180◦ upon RNA binding (65) to stack with
the target adenine. A similar rotation could be expected in
RlmJ when it binds substrate RNA, but is not observed
in the RlmJ:BA4 structure (71), suggesting that this rear-
rangement is induced by binding to longer substrates. In
METTL3:METTL14, the aromatic residue from the cat-
alytic motif is a tryptophane, and, interestingly, RlmJ con-
tains such a residue (W195) already in position for stacking
with the target adenine, which could alleviate the need for
Y167 to rotate. RlmJ was also co-crystallized with AMP,
which is, however, not bound in a relevant position for catal-
ysis (70), highlighting that an approach of covalent linkage
to the cofactor is required if only the target adenine is in-
vestigated.

DISCUSSION

MTases constitute one of the largest enzyme classes in na-
ture, but the cellular substrates and functions of over 200
human candidates remain unknown (28). Here, we review
the structurally and functionally characterized m6A RNA
MTases. These enzymes target either mRNA or rRNA, or
for METTL16 both mRNA and snRNA. Despite their dif-
ferences in RNA substrates, these MTase enzymes all dis-
play the Rossmann fold for their catalytic MTD, and all
functionally, but not yet structurally, characterized m6A

RNA MTases, are likewise suggested to belong to the Ross-
mann fold superfamily of proteins. The m6A RNA MTases
display low sequence identity, but their MTDs superim-
pose with good (low) RMSDs between 2.4–4.0 Å (Table
2), demonstrating substantial structural similarities. The
cofactor binding pocket and the conserved catalytic mo-
tif (DPPW in METTL3, NPPF in METTL16, CAPAM,
and METTL5, DPPF in ZCCH4 and DPPY in RlmJ) su-
perimpose particularly well. Superimposition of either of
the MTDs with the substrate bound METTL16 reveals
steric clashes with the RNA for all enzymes, indicating
that their specific substrate recognition differs from that of
METTL16. This agrees with that the target adenine in RlmJ
is oriented differently to the same base in METTL16 (ro-
tated 180◦), but similarly to this base in m6A DNA MTases
(71).

Each structurally characterized m6A RNA MTase con-
tains three m6A RNA MTase loops surrounding the ac-
tive site pocket; the active site loop, the substrate binding
loop and the catalytic loop, the latter of which encompasses
the conserved catalytic D/N-P-P-F/W/Y motif (Figure 8).
These m6A RNA MTase loops play different, but distinct,
roles in fine tuning catalysis and RNA-binding. Additional
structures of substrate-bound m6A RNA MTases will help
further understand the mechanistic interplay between these
loops. To allow coherence in the field going forward, we
suggest that any future publication of m6A RNA MTase
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Table 2. Comparison of the methyltransferase domain (MTD) of structurally and functionally characterized methyltransferases (MTases)

MTase PDB MTD residues Z-score RMSD (Å) �C-atoms Seq. iden. (%)

hMETTL3 5IL1 369–570
Comparison with the METTL3 MTD
hMETTL14 5IL1 166–402 22.9 2.4 236 34
hMETTL16 6DU4 78–299 3.4 3.5 213 9
hCAPAM 6IRW 479–668* 2.9 4.6 188 7
hMETTL5 6H2V 2–209 3.7 4.0 209 9
hZCCHC4 6UCA 163–375 2.5 3.7 214 5
ecRlmJ 4BLV 1–46+99–280 3.2 3.5 229 12

*L483-L489 modelled from zfCAPAM (PDB 6IRX). Seq. iden.: sequence identity. Values are deduced from DALI comparison (online DALI server,
pairwise comparison) (85). ‘�C-atoms’ denotes the number of �C atoms that have been superimposed to obtain the stated root mean square deviation
(RMSD).

Figure 8. The m6A RNA MTase loops. The active site loop (cyan), catalytic loop (red) and substrate binding loop (green) is shown on each structurally
and functionally characterized m6A RNA MTase described herein. For hMETTL16, the active site loop covers the entire N-terminal extension. For
comparison, the MTDs (blue) are positioned with similar cofactor (yellow) orientation. hMETTL14, without cofactor, is oriented as hMETTL3. ec: E.
coli, h: human.

structure(s) address the role of these central loops in enzyme
function.

The MTDs of the structurally characterized m6A RNA
MTases require either a binding partner (METTL5), an
auxiliary domain (CAPAM, RlmJ and ZCCHC4), or both
(METTL3) to gain their full MTase activity. It would be of
strong interest to perform an in-depth bioinformatic anal-
ysis of all structurally uncharacterized MTases to pinpoint
if auxiliary domains, such as the structurally characterized
helical domains and/or zinc-finger domains, are typical ad-
ditions to the MTD for m6A RNA MTases, and/or if such
domains are found generally across MTases. It would also
be of interest to study if the currently functionally uncharac-
terized MTases are, in general, predicted to utilize binding
partners to gain MTase activity.

The here-described MTases display significantly differ-
ent RNA sequence and/or fold recognition specificity.
METTL3:METTL14 recognizes a five-nucleotide sequence
(DRACH, D = A, G or U, R = A or G, and H = A, C
or U) in single stranded RNA, whereas METTL16 recog-

nizes a nine-nucleotide sequence (UACAGAGAA) plus the
fold of a stem-loop substrate, explaining why METTL16
does not operate as broadly as METTL3:METTL14 in vivo.
Substrate fold, rather than sequence, appears as the main
recognition-driver for the remaining MTases. Interestingly,
both METTL16, ZCCHC4 and RlmJ recognise a stem-
loop RNA, in which the integrity of the stem is important.
METTL16 is co-crystallized with a stem-loop substrate that
shows no association between enzyme and the substrate
stem. The stem, however, bears importance as it shapes the
part of the RNA in which the target adenine resides, for op-
timal positioning in the METTL16 catalytic pocket. It is
possible that the stem plays a similar role in shaping and po-
sitioning in substrates of ZCCHC4 and RlmJ, rather than
directly associating with the MTase.

It can be a strenuous process to obtain crystal structures
of proteins with RNA substrates due to the limited num-
ber of––often purely electrostatic––interactions between the
two components. This is of particular difficulty when us-
ing short oligonucleotides encompassing just the sequence
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binding near, and in, the active site (61) such as a DRACH-
sequence RNA for METTL3:METTL14. Recently, we co-
crystallized RlmJ with SAM-analogues, covalently linked
to the target adenine in substrate RNA, which predicted the
substrate binding mode and facilitated mechanistic studies
(71). This approach could also serve to deduce the com-
plex between e.g. METTL3:METTL14 and short RNAs
encompassing the DRACH sequence. CryoEM is a yet
unexplored territory in the field of MTase:substrate com-
plexes, but a cryoEM density map of an immature 40S
subunit display unassigned density that could correspond
to METTL5:TRMT112 (28). To increase the density of
the MTase complex, further studies on this could advan-
tageously be carried out using a recently published method
that allows association of surface-binding proteins on ribo-
somes when these are not initially isolated together from
cells (127). This method results in increased the occupancy
of the enzyme at the surface of ribosomes and permits de-
duction of even low-affinity complexes.

Missense mutation inMETTL3, METTL14 or METT
L16 is directly linked to human cancer (63,64,67,128–
132). Missense mutation or homozygous deletion in the
METTL5 gene is associated with intellectual developmen-
tal disorder autosomal recessive 72 (133,134), expression
levels of METTL5 and TRMT112 are upregulated in tu-
mours, particularly solid tumours (24), and a potential role
of ZCCHC4 in cancer has been discussed (27,28). Large ef-
forts are currently being made to develop inhibitors against
these m6A RNA MTases (reviewed in (135)). Our recently
synthesized bisubstrate analogues that combine the struc-
tural features of the substrate as well as cofactor, showed
potential as inhibitors on a preliminary basis (71). Simi-
lar bisubstrate-type molecules have been designed against
METTL3 and were suggested to serve as inhibitor design
templates (136). It is our hope that further structural stud-
ies of these m6A RNA MTases, bound with their RNA sub-
strates and/or protein binding partners, will assist the on-
going efforts in drug development targeting m6A MTases.
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